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California State University (CSU) Chancellor Joseph I. 
Castro has repeatedly stated that all CSU campuses will 
return to in person classes for the Fall 2021 semester. 
Although this is a possibility, it’s unlikely CSU students 
will return to ‘normal’ university life if the return to 
campuses becomes a reality.
 
As plans for the return to campus involve a large group 
of people to flock into one area, many have questions 
regarding COVID-19 regulations, including vaccination 
requirements and social distancing protocols. California 
State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) President 
Eduardo Ochoa sent a campus-wide email stating 
vaccinations in the Chancellor’s Senior Leadership 
Council, which included all CSU presidents, are a “topic 
of active conversation” on Jan. 29. 
 
Ochoa’s email also stated repopulating CSUMB will 
heavily rely on the “near-universal” vaccinating of 
students and employees which “presupposes widespread 
community vaccination,” but the means of obtaining 
this goal are currently unknown. Because there is a  
limited supply of the mRNA vaccine, there are currently 
no specific steps to vaccinate students and staff when 
repopulating campus. 
 
Ochoa also said the idea to vaccinate all individuals 
returning to campus in the fall “faces considerable 
hurdles and seems unlikely at this point” in the same 
email. In other words, for CSUMB to have a safe return, 
vaccinations would need to be bulked up significantly. 
 
Ochoa addressed that even though vaccines and herd 
immunity will play a big part in determining CSUMB's 
return to campus, students and employees will still be 
required to wear masks in the classroom. 
 

“The estimates of medical experts like Dr. Fauci anticipate 
that with general availability of COVID vaccines by 
April, herd immunity could be achieved by ‘the end of 
the summer,’” said Ochoa in the same email. “Although 
this would allow for indoor gatherings like face-to-face 
instruction, it is anticipated that safety measures will 
remain necessary for a longer period of time, including 
wearing masks and social distancing.” 
 
Currently, the Monterey County vaccination distribution 
plan is in its beginning phase of Phase 1B, Tier 1, 
subcategory 1, where vaccinations are available to people 
aged 75 and over. CSUMB employees are included in the 
same tier in subcategory 3 for the vaccination as frontline 
educational workers. 
 
According to President Ochoa, “The County has collected 
information on the total number, headcount, of CSUMB 
employees as they prepare to vaccinate us. We do not yet 
have specific dates or sites, but we should hear shortly.”
 

As experts like Dr. Fauci anticipate that COVID-19 
vaccines could be ready for the general public as soon 
as April and herd immunity can be achieved by summer, 
ideally CSUMB will be back to in-person instruction in 
fall, but before students become excited about reuniting 
with campus pals, President Ochoa did raise two 
cautionary issues for the fall semester.  
 
First, the end of the summer semester is technically Sept. 
20, whereas CSUMB’s fall semester starts in late August. 
Therefore, Ochoa said starting the fall semester virtually 
and delaying the return-to-campus until “several weeks 
after” is a possibility.  
 
Second, it is not yet clear whether social distancing 
will be required in classroom settings, along with mask 
wearing. If social distancing is required at that time, 
campus will be operated at campus at a “considerably 
reduced capacity” where large classrooms are used to 
distance members of small classes and large classes will 
only be held virtually. Additionally, residence halls would 
have “rationed” access to obtain a reduced capacity. 
 
The outlook for CSUMB’s return is still highly 
conditional, where the plans for return will be based on 
obtaining vaccinations and waiting for proper health 
advice from officials. Regardless of the steps for return, 
the future lifestyle of CSUMB is not going to look the 
same as it was before the shelter-in-place started in 
Spring 2020. 
 
CSUMB has gained much insight on health protocols 
from working with the Monterey County Health 
Department. Public Information Officer of the department 
Karen Smith said the school has been in contact with the 
Monterey County Health Department for over a decade, 
to ensure they have proper safety information for all 
health concerns.
 

“CSUMB is a great partner … that makes a big difference 
when responding to a pandemic or an outbreak,” she said.
 
The department partnered with CSUMB in early January 
to open a drive-through vaccination site for essential 
healthcare workers. Because of their current work 
together, Smith said she “suspects” the Monterey County 
Health Department has been in touch with CSUMB about 
the return to school in fall and “can’t imagine that they 
haven’t had conversations” on the details of in-person 
modality. She also said when the time comes and the 
county is in phase 1C, it’s “a possibility” that the drive-
through site in lot 59 will be open to students and staff, 
depending on the future of the county’s vaccine supply. 
 
Another key component of the return to in-person 
modality in fall is feeding students. Back in July CSUMB 
laid off their main food carrier, A’viands. A’viands was 
CSUMB’s food provider at the Dining Commons, Otter 
Express and Montes. Due to the high possibility of 
returning back to campus there is a need for the university 
to find a new food provider.
 

CSUMB’S Public Information Officer Walter Ryce 
explained in October 2020 the University Corporation 
conducted a solicitation process to choose the next 
campus dining services contract with the Dining Services 
Review Committee, which consisted of students and staff. 
The committee created a contract proposal for possible 
partnering companies. Three companies responded to the 
committee's proposal.
 

“The Committee recommended that the University 
Corporation negotiate a contract with Chartwells to 
provide dining services for the campus,” said Ryce. “The 
negotiations are currently in process. A’viands did not 
respond to the proposal request.” 
 
A big supporter of CSUMB student nutrition and overall 
health and stability is the Basic Needs Program. Care 
Manager of the program Joanna Snawder-Manzo said 
Basic Needs faced hardships when A’viands was laid off 
five months back. 
 
Losing A'viands  “impacted us because we had three big 
programs: Feed Each Otter, Otter Eats and our Starbucks 
program were all partnerships,” said Snawder-Manzo, but 
the good news is that “Chartwells has expressed that the 
company did demonstrate a willingness and enthusiasm 
to partner with basic needs on several initiatives, 
including meal swipe donations and texting for leftover 
catering.” 
 
An additional component of returning to campus relates 
to details on housing assignments for students and 
employees. It is unknown whether all housing areas will 
open or if students will be allowed to have roommates.

“We do not yet have information regarding Fall 2021,” 
said Coordinator of Housing Operations Robyn DoCanto. 

“Once we see announcements from the university, our 
timeline will follow the university's guidance.” 
 
On the bright side of things, Chancellor Castro spoke of 
Governor Gavin Newsom's attention to the CSU system 
at last week's CSU Board of Trustees meeting. Castro 
expressed his gratitude to Newsom for reinvesting in the 
CSU system and said the CSU “will not raise tuition for 
the academic year 2021-2022.”
 

“If our assumptions for state and federal support hold, I 
will not support a system-wide furlough program” said 
Castro. He later went on to say that we will do as much 
as he can to avoid lay-offs of permanent CSU staffers/
faculty due to lack of funding.
 
Although the CSU is overseeing several difficult decisions 
to ensure a safe return to campuses, CSUMB students 
may find a silver lining in the various conversations 
being held throughout the university and CSU system, 
all focusing on ways to make a comeback to campus a 
possibility. 
 

            The CSUMB library and business building are seen from a hiking trail behind main campus.

COVID-19 creates an 
uncertain future for 
CSU CSUMB may face setbacks in 

their plan to return in the fall. 
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"Reel Asian Podcast" 
interprets “Princess 
Mononoke”

RAFT 
mentors 1st 
gen students

Story by Cassidy Ulery

California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
and the Otter Cross Cultural Center (OC3) partnered to 
broadcast the “Reel Asian Podcast” to deliver students 
an insightful and empowering discussion about Asian 
representation in film and cinema on Jan. 29. Hoping 
to make conversations about Asian Americans and their 
history mainstream, “Reel Asian Podcast” shined light 
on the critical need to diversify our media, allowing 
everyone an equal opportunity to have their stories heard.

Led by hosts Raymond Luu, Renee Ya, Alan Duong and 
Baldwin Diep, the podcast began with introductions 
of their backgrounds, notably all being first-generation 
Asian Americans. From childhood, it was apparent to 
them people viewed in movies or TV shows didn’t look 
or classify themselves as Asian. When there was Asian 
representation in Hollywood films, it served no justice to 
the reality of who Asian and Asian Americans are. 

“One reason why I’m passionate about this project is we 
get to share our stories,” Duong said. “Without these 
stories, there is no representation. Representation is 
reality.”

Following a roundtable format of discussion, each host 
spoke for two minutes about their personal takes from the 
movie “Princess Mononoke,” a 1997 animation film by 
director Hayao Miyazaki highlighting environmental and 
human relationships. 

“Miyazaki told a complex story without holding anything 
back,” Duong said. “He portrayed themes of human 
versus nature, progressing and coexisting, while at the 
same time a beautiful story with complex characters and 
villains.” 

Ya focused on the importance of portraying strong female 
leads, something that often gets overlooked. Instead of 

using the classic damsel in distress attitude, Miyazaki 
offers women a protagonist role. 

“Each domain has their own struggles,” Ya said. “And by 
that definition alone, every single character, every single 
facet has a three-dimensional kind of viewing.” 

Luu was surprised by how Miyazaki’s themes, including 
the preservation of an enduring spirit, are still relevant 
today, leaving viewers with important life lessons. “I 
hope our audience can appreciate Miyazaki’s message,” 
Luu said, “while also thinking about their personal 
responsibility to the environment.” 

“Princess Mononoke” paved the way for Asian American 
cinema. Miyazaki incorporates animation and majestic 
storylines. Looking deep into the relationships of human 
interaction with others, the Forest Spirit and its struggles 
to blossom in a destructive society, and the demonic 
possession of animals caused by the consumption of 
hatred. Miyazaki reminds his viewers to appreciate the 
beauty of nature, leaving things untouched allows for a 
universe where co-existing is not only possible but the 
best alternative.

Diep correlates “Princess Mononoke” with childhood 
nostalgia. The hidden messages in the animation allows 
for Diep to reconnect with his feelings of having first 
watched the film in high school. Taking on a childlike 
innocence, the film gives strength to younger characters.

“The animation of the movie is beautiful. It’s like 
watching a moving painting,” Diep said. “The characters 
are alive and nature is alive.”

Similar to Diep’s fondness for the animation, Luu 
admires Miyazaki’s artistry. Pointing out the fact that 
animation created during “Princess Mononoke” was 
often geared towards children, as “Toy Story” made its 
debut only two years earlier in 1995, Luu respects the 
darker storyline and command for attention “Princess 
Mononoke” delivers. 

“I look at how detailed the eyes of the animals were to 
convey emotion,” Luu said. 

After sharing their overall personal takeaways and 
favorite moments about the film, Luu asked his co-
hosts their insight on Miyazaki’s underlying message 

Story by Nikki Dodd

To kick off California State University Monterey 
Bay’s (CSUMB) spring semester, Reunion And Family 
Traditions (RAFT) peer mentors Jaron Leary and Jacky 
Rodriguez hosted an enlightening discussion about the 
pressures of being a first-generation college student called 
First Generation Otter Destress. Leary and Rodriguez led 
the conversation by describing a foundation of what is 
needed to be successful in college. 

To be successful, one needs a plan. Set goals and stick 
with it. Sometimes the issue can be the common dilemma 
of ‘where do I start?’ but hosts Leary and Rodriguez said 
creating a list of goals - starting with just a few at a time 
that are most important - is a great way to organize and 
follow a clear, guided path. 

Despite all the responsibilities students have, they need 
to remember to prioritize themselves before they can dive 
head-first into their academics. Meaning, one’s mental 
and physical health comes first. 

To channel the positive energy to put oneself first, the 
students present at the event were asked to think of a list 
of obstacles that could potentially prevent them from 
achieving their said goals. Whether it be family, stress, 
anxiety or time management, students were asked to write 
all of them down, and then surprisingly asked to tear 
them up, representing that these setbacks will not keep 
someone from succeeding. 

Attendees were then asked to acknowledge their 
strengths. This important lesson teaches one not only to 
acknowledge weakness and obstacles, but also become 
aware of the positive parts of themselves.

to humans. Agreeing the existential crisis lingering 
back in the ‘90s and still appearing today, the inner-
conflict of how humans should engage with nature is 
undoubtedly confused and blurred. “Princess Mononoke” 
depicts climate change and the villainous nature of 
industrialization. 

Describing the cultural impact “Princess Mononoke” has 
made, Luu noted how the universally understood themes 
enabled kids like himself to thoroughly enjoy Miyazaki’s 
message. “Having an English-dubbed version exposed 
first-generation Asian American kids who only knew 
English, like me, to this whole world of Japanese anime.” 

“It opened my eyes beyond just Hollywood movies,” Luu 
said. “For “Princess Mononoke” to be well received in 
America was a cultural win for us Asians I didn’t fully 
appreciate until years later.”

When asked for advice on how to start one’s own 
podcast, Luu recommends not overthinking the process. 
Starting with the basics - microphone, internet and 
computer - puts the podcaster in a position to record and 
start the journey forward. Free platforms, such as Anchor 
or Red Circle, can host and distribute one’s content 
which can push the podcast onto Spotify or Apple. 

“If podcasting is something you want to do long-time, 
you have to ask yourself why,” Luu said. “Think about 
what type of show you want to create that is exciting for 
you week-in, week-out.”

After executing the brainstorming process, recording 
three to four episodes generates a conclusive idea on 
proceeding or calling it quits. “If you believe it’s good 
content and your audience enjoys episode one, they’ll 
come back for episode two, three and so on,” Luu said.

Reflecting on past episodes, Luu tends to favor Reel 
Asian Podcast’s “Mulan,” episode where he believes they 
portrayed themselves as show “being able to critically 
analyze a movie and give an honest opinion about it.” 

Reel Asian Podcast has a new episode coming out on 
Feb. 12, “Over the Moon,” discussing the overall mood 
of 2020, relating cinema to reality. Be sure to check 
them out on Instagram and Facebook with the handle @
ReelAsianPocast. 

To maintain good mental and physical health, grounding 
activities were mentioned. Netflix, playing video 
games or going for a walk, are all part of what the 
hosts described as the grounding “progressive muscle 
relaxation,” exercise, where one focuses on the body’s 
response to stillness. 

Starting at the toes and leading all the way up to the head 
during the exercise provides a full-body activity. The 
goal is to focus on the tightness in each part of the body, 
tighten as hard as one can for a couple seconds, then 
release and feel the tension and stress fade away while 
remembering to continuously breathe in and out during 
the exercise.

The presentation concluded with one final activity. Leary 
asked everyone to share on a jamboard one thought, 
experience or regret had from their time in schooling. The 
most common thought shared was the mutual struggles, 
failures and pressures that come with being the first in 
your family to attend college. 

Rodriguez shared that she has always felt the need to do 
well and get good grades. It is crucial to remember that 
there is no timeline or ideal criteria for success, especially 
when it comes to yourself. Whether you are an A student 
or a C student, it does not matter. Choosing self-care and 
receiving a higher education is already the right step into 
a better future. 

RAFT peer mentor applications are available online. The 
application lays out how one would qualify, as well as the 
services said student is able to provide.
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Story by Anna Stubler
Graphics courtesy of Jacinto Salazar

Transferring to a new school after attending community 
college or another university may seem daunting. Once 
a transfer student arrives on campus, they might have 
different experiences and backgrounds than students who 
have been at the campus since freshman year. However, 
when a new transfer sits down for their first class at 
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), it 
is likely they are sitting next to another transfer student. 

With CSUMB becoming known as a transfer-friendly 
school, it continues to draw in a large number of transfer 
students each semester. In Fall 2020, CSUMB reported 
enrollment of 1,037 transfer students out of a total 
campus population of 7,417. CSUMB endeavours to 
support these transfer students once they are admitted. 
    
The Transfer Student Success Center hosted an open 
house on Zoom where Transfer Student Success 
Coordinator Jacinto Salazar and student transfer peer 
mentors gave an overview of the programs they provide 
to support transfers on Jan. 27 . 

Among the programs highlighted was the Transfer Peer 
Mentor program, which pairs transfer students together 
to give them academic and social support. Students can 

Story by Sydney Brown

Student researchers were asked to bring their talents 
to the forefront when the California State University, 
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) provost promoted details of the 
35th annual CSU research competition via email on Jan. 
26.  

CSUMB’s Provost and Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Katherine Kantardjieff wrote in the email the 
competition is held each spring “to promote excellence 
in undergraduate and graduate scholarly research and 
creative activity by recognizing outstanding student 
accomplishments across the disciplines at the 23 CSU 
campuses.”
 
All current CSU students as well as CSU students who 
graduated in Spring, Summer or Fall 2020 are invited 
to apply for the competition by 3 p.m. on Feb. 17. All 
applications from CSUMB students can be submitted at 
csumb.infoready4.com/CompetitionSpace/. 

apply to this program on a rolling basis with a priority 
deadline of Feb. 19. More information on the application 
can be found on their website. 

Other programs to support transfer students are virtual 
front desks to ask questions and connect with other 
transfers, as well as themed peer mentor study hours 
where students can have a transfer study buddy to stay on 
track.
    
CSUMB is particularly attractive to students attending 
local community colleges. communication design major 
Susan (Suzy) Ford said she chose to attend CSUMB 
because “it seemed natural to transfer from Monterey 
Peninsula College to CSUMB.”  

“The two colleges work with one another to get 
information to students about CSUMB,” Ford said. 
Another feature the transfer population is bringing is 
a diverse age range to CSUMB with 29% of the total 
population over 25. 

 “Since I am an ‘older’ student, I didn’t want to insert 
myself too hard,” Ford said. “However, I made great 
connections with students in my different classes, once 
they got to know me and see my personality. I still feel 
like I’m 21.”

 
After applicants are chosen, CSUMB finalists will 
compete along with students from all CSU’s at Cal Poly 
Pomona on April 30 and May 1. The first place and 
runner-up winners of the 10 research project categories 
will receive a cash prize.  
 
Competition applications are reviewed by the The 
CSUMB Research, Scholarship and Creative Activity 
committee (RSCA) and will select 10 entries from the 
university to participate in the CSU competition. Each 
entry stems from the 10 project categories, which include 
topics from various majors such as social sciences, 
biology, creative arts and more. According to the CSU 
Call for Applicants, all project applications should be 
completed with final results and “team research projects 
(are) encouraged.” 
 
The RSCA will only consider applications fit with input 
from a faculty mentor and a written research narrative. 
If chosen to join the CSU competition, applicants will 

CSUMB attracts students from all over California and 
further. Transfer student Sandra Garcia is a fourth-year 
student majoring in liberal studies who transferred from 
Cuesta College in San Luis Obispo. 

“I chose to transfer to CSUMB because it’s a good small 
school,” Garcia said. “I wanted to be able to make 
connections with my teacher and be able to have one-on-
one, in-office hours.” Garcia has become involved in the 
community by joining the Student California Teachers 
Association and a sorority.
    
One thing both transfer students and the staff agree on 
is the importance of getting involved. Salazar advised 
to “get involved and stay connected, get engaged often 
and a lot.” Garcia and Ford echoed his sentiments. “Try 
new things,” Garcia said. “Join clubs and be a part of our 
school community. Be involved!”  

“It’s important to get to know the campus and all the 
things CSUMB has to offer them,” Ford said. “The 
quicker you make connections, the happier you will be as 
a student.”

Follow @csumb_transfercenter on Instagram, join their 
Facebook Group: Transfer Student Success Center @ 
CSUMB, or check out their YouTube: CSUMB Transfer 
Student Success Center for more information.

become delegates who perform a well-articulated oral 
presentation which must be submitted by April 15 before 
midnight. Those presentations will then be displayed live 
to judges and attendees of the CSU competition at Cal 
Poly Pomona. 

If needing guidance through the application process, 
students can contact CSUMB’s Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities Center (UROC)  whose main goal is 
to assist students in academic research  “to build 
students’ educational ownership, intellectual vibrancy, 
and scholarly identity” according to their website. 
Additionally, UROC will be hosting application review 
sessions virtually on Feb. 3 and 10 for interested Otters.
 
Students can visit https://csumb.edu/uroc/csu-student-
research-competition for all information on the upcoming 
CSU Research Competition. 

CSUMB welcomes 
new transfers with 
open arms

Call for student 
researchers The 35th annual 

CSU research 
competition is set to 
commence in April.
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Rue & Jules face 
introspection in 
“Euphoria” special 
episodes 

Story by Breanna Peterson
Screenshots of HBO Max by Breanna Peterson 

Over California State University, Monterey Bay’s winter 
break, HBO released two special episodes of “Euphoria” 
which focused on the aftermath of season one’s winter 
dance. The film and television giant made it clear that this 
is not season two, but an interlude where we follow up 
with the fan favorite, glitter-eyed teen couple of Rue and 
Jules. 

When viewers left Rue and Jules at the end of season one, 
Jules was trying to get Rue to run away with her to the 
city. Both characters were feeling suffocated by life in the 
suburbs - Rue found it difficult because of her struggles 
with mental illness and addiction and Jules, with an open 
heart and seemingly delicate nature, is sick of facing 
trauma at the hands of the men in her town.

Each episode takes on a perspective of an individual 
character's perspective and both episodes stay true to the 
character’s aesthetic throughout the first season. Rue’s 
episode is dark, moody and broody, while Jules’ episode 
has a dreamlike, ethereal element. 

Rue’s titular episode was structured in one continuous 
shot at a diner on Christmas Eve. Rue is having a 
conversation with her sponsor, Ali. It is very self-
reflective as Ali pushes Rue to ask herself some really 
deep and meaningful questions about her lifestyle. 

Central to the series is Rue’s struggle with bipolar 
disorder and its comorbidity with her addiction to 
drugs. Her sobriety is constantly in question and largely 
dependent on her relationship with Jules. Though their 
relationship is filled with love and understanding, at 
times there is a toxic codependency. 

In her episode, Rue is angry with Jules for her decisions 
at the train station after the dance. In her mind, Jules' 
actions laid evidence that Jules didn’t truly care for her. 
This was the first time that Jules did anything for Rue to 
be angry with her about, and Rue categorized it as Jules 
being emotionally manipulative. 

There is much to take away from Rue’s conversation, 
and people who struggle with mental illness or addiction 
might find the content of this episode at times triggering, 
and always self-reflective. The winter storm provides 
symbolism for the troubles Rue faces, while bringing 
with it the promise that after storms come rainbows and 
a fresh start.

Jules’ episode follows a similar structure; however the 
way time is portrayed is more non-linear, with lots of 
flashbacks. Some scenes are hazy with a dreamlike 
quality. Jules is also having an important conversation 
about mental health and also features thoughts around 
her transgender identity, involving her decision to 
physically transition. She also faces introspection. 

Jules is speaking with a therapist, and we are led to infer 
this is a result of her decision to run away. She discusses 
her identity in a meaningful way, addressing the nuance 
and fluidity that transness can sometimes be. 

She notes that she has created a persona based on what 
she believes men find attractive. This is a very interesting 
conversation because she reveals that her femininity and 
her gender expression have been delicate and hyper-
feminized because she wanted to appeal to men. But 
as she explores gender and sexuality, she realizes that 
what she thought were womanly and manly qualities are 
merely dictated as so by the gender binary. She realizes 
that she doesn’t have to abide by these social constructs, 
wanting to be ever-evolving and saying, “I don’t ever 
want to stand still.”

Both episodes provide a more in-depth look at the internal 
struggles the characters face. The writers of Euphoria 
have created multi-faceted, complex characters that are 
representative of the very real traumas that young people 
often face. The show carries meaningful representation, 
portraying these struggles realistically (though sometimes 
through a lens of pink neon lights and glitter tears.) 

Though there is exaggeration, at the end of the day this 
show has the ability to make people feel seen. This 
may be part of the reason it is so wildly successful in 
its intended age group. Season two is set to start filming 
early this year, so viewers can expect it to premiere late 
2021 or early 2022. 

The Lutrinae 
wants to hear 
your voices

Want to showcase your work in 
the student newspaper? Email 
sybrown@csumb.edu to have your 
work considered for our next issue.

We love to see your:
illustrations • short stories • poems
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Book review of “The 
State of Affairs,” by 
Esther Perel
Story and photo by Cassidy Ulery

Psychotherapist Esther Perel delves into 
the deep, dark forbidden areas of love. 
Often seen as traumatic, scarring and a 
deal breaker for relationships, infidelity 
is no stranger to even the strongest of 
relationships. Why does it happen? For 
how long? Can we overcome this? Perel 
tackles the emotional roller coaster of 
breaking the news, dealing with the 
clean up and helping regain individuality 
through counseling lessons with singles 
and couples. 

Surprising to most but not all, admitting 
infidelity can alleviate burdens. The 
weight of releasing a secret, working 
together in complete honesty, and starting 
new can have positive effects from a 
shameful truth. However, Perel notes that 
healing and fixing a relationship takes time 
and is not always successful. While never 
encouraging couples to separate or stay 
together, Perel gives respect and credit to 
each partner’s feelings, insecurities and 
helps voice the love language of couples 
who have fallen off the same page.

Perel acknowledges the grief, resentment, 
hurt and disdain felt from a betrayal of 
loving another when proclaiming to be 

faithful. Some affairs described in her 
book were hot, passionate and a one time 
thing. Others went on for years while 
maintaining second lives of marriage and 
kids. 

Learning from affairs can teach us about 
our desires, wants and needs. Whether 
they be unfulfilled or the cheater felt 
entitled to it, Perel examines infidelity in 
a modern eye, allowing a new door to be 
opened in the same marriage. 

This book is a psychological masterpiece, 
offering unique perspectives on personal 
and cultural attitudes pertaining to love. 
Perel is optimistic and encouraging 
towards relationships and regrowth. A 
must read for a new mindset on an ancient 
taboo polluting modern society.

Vivlio Talks

What was the best part 
of your winter break?

Nawied Amin
Business 
Sophomore

Emilia England 
CHHS
Sophomore

Maria Williams
CHHS
Junior

“Volunteering and helping people all 
across the state with social bridging!”

“Taking time to be with my family 
during the holidays without the hoopla 
of other years”

“Spending time with family and plenty 
of self care to prepare for a successful 
spring semester! “

Otter Chatter by Sydney Brown
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Story and screenshots by Arianna Nalbach

After facing multiple release date delays, many 
anticipating fans were underwhelmed by CD Projekt 
Red’s latest release, “Cyberpunk 2077,” a futuristic 
dystopian first-person action game. 

“Cyberpunk 2077” was initially announced back in May 
2012. The first trailers were released in January 2013, 
then fans didn’t hear much about the game again until E3 
2018 and E3 2019. Excited fans had to wait eight years 
to actually get the game. There was a ton of hype built up 
for “Cyberpunk 2077” and players had high expectations 
for the game.

Players anticipated to have a well-running game, yet 
“Cyberpunk 2077” faced a plethora of issues, from bugs 
within the game to a reviewer getting a seizure while 
playing due to flashing lights just days before the official 
launch. 

CD Projekt Red received tons of backlash once the game 
launched. Fans felt lied to - the game didn’t perform as it 
was promised to on last gen consoles. “Cyberpunk 2077” 
was supposed to run smoothly on both the PlayStation 4 
and Xbox One. However, players found this wasn’t the 
case. 

“Cyberpunk 2077” has been temporarily pulled from the 
Playstation store for digital purchase and Sony offered 
full refunds to anyone with a digital copy of the game. 
CD Projekt Red is also facing a class action lawsuit for 
violation of federal security laws. 

In January 2020, CD Projekt Red claimed the game was 
“complete and playable,” yet the release was still pushed 
back three times after that statement. 

Despite having multiple delays to finish “Cyberpunk 
2077,” the game still feels unfinished and lacks 
refinement. There are bugs everywhere and for some 
players the game isn’t even playable. 

There are some entertaining bugs, such phones and 
other inanimate objects multiplying in the air, or 
your character’s clothes disappearing while riding a 
motorcycle under a bridge. However, it is also incredibly 
annoying when there are pop-up item descriptions that 
won’t go away without restarting your game or audio 
glitches where intense music is stuck playing in a loop 
over a mellow scene. 

Night City is a beautiful world to explore, it is incredibly 
detailed and truly does feel alive. However, it’s frustrating 

to see a game with so much thought and detail put into 
it have so many issues, which in some cases make it 
completely unplayable. 

Not everyone has the money to afford a high end gaming 
pc or next-gen console to play “Cyberpunk 2077” on, 
especially during the Covid-19 pandemic and it is 
unacceptable to have promised those players the game 
would be functional on their Playstation 4 or XBox One. 

For some people, this game was going to help them 
through the seemingly never-ending quarantine but 
instead they were left feeling disappointed, with a game 
that isn’t playable. 

“Cyberpunk 2077” has an amazing story to be told, but 
it is being completely overshadowed by the amount of 
issues still left in the game. It has amazing potential, and 
while many fans are loving the world of “Cyberpunk 
2077,” the issues within it are impossible to ignore. 

Cyberbug 2077 8-Bit

Letter from the editor
Dear Readers,

The Lutrinae hopes you had a relaxing 
winter break and that you are feeling 
refreshed and ready for Spring 2021.

Navigating through school virtually poses 
many challenges, whether those be on a 
technological or personal level - but you are 
here! May this semester be a healthy and 
happy one for all.

We hope to keep you updated and 
entertained by publishing issues every 
Monday, which will feature campus news, 
human interest pieces, profiles, columns, 
creative pieces and more. If there are 
particular topics of interest to you, please 
feel free to send it our way through visiting 
our website thelutrinae.com, messaging us 
on social media or submitting your own 
work for publication. 

Thank you for taking the time and energy to 
read with us.

The Lutrinae wishes you a great spring. 
    
Sincerely,    
Sydney Brown
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Story by Sydney Brown 

Every year, California State University, 
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) invites all 
enrolled students to apply for general 
scholarships to aid with the financial 
burdens of attending college. The 
general scholarship application requires 
a few different components and must be 
submitted by Feb. 12. 

If students are on the fence about turning in 
an application, they should note the multi-
step process does potentially lead to a great 
financial award, sometimes in amounting to 
thousands of dollars. 

To be considered for an application review, 
students must create a personal statement 
along with two letters of recommendation 
and unofficial transcripts. The personal 
statement must be at least 1,300 words 
and feature details about the applicant’s 
successes and life experiences. 

Students are encouraged to “describe your 
professional aspirations, academic and 
personal achievements, and any obstacles 
overcome on the way to where you are 
now,” according to the CSUMB financial 
aid website. “If you have a history of 
participation and/or leadership please 
include this information in your personal 
statement.”

As for the letters of recommendation, 
writings from previous employers, mentors 
or professors will highlight an applicant. 
Having letters from CSUMB professors is 
also a plus. 

To access transcripts, CSUMB students 
can visit their Oasis account and look at 
the academics page, where “unofficial 
transcript” is listed in the drop-down 
bar. From there, the transcript can be 
downloaded and then re-uploaded to the 
scholarship application, which can be 
accessed on the CSUMB financial aid 
website. 

Students can utilize the CSUMB 
Cooperative Learning Center virtually if 
wanting help on writing their personal 
statement. To do so, visit csumb.edu/clc to 
find drop-in help hours throughout the week 
or schedule an appointment with a great 
tutor.

All applications will be reviewed by 
theCSUMB Financial Aid Scholarship 
Committee and all awards will be accessible 
in the Fall 2021 semester. Students can 
reach out to Scholarship Committee Chair 
Ashlie McCallon for review concerns at 
amccallon@csumb.edu. 

General scholarships 
soon to close

Upcoming Events
Feb. 3 Book author of “ We Want to Do More Than 
Just Survive” Dr. Bettina Love will be hosting a keynote 
followed by a Q&A session to discuss educational 
justice inspired by the rebellious spirit and methods of 
abolitionists.

Feb. 4 The Center for Black Student Success invited 
award-winning chef Bryant Terry to CSUMB, who will 
be presenting a mouth-watering soul food workshop at 
6 p.m. 

Feb. 5 Join the Otter Student Union in their screening 
of “Wonder Woman” at 7 p.m. This will be the first 
screening in their tour of DC Universe films. 

Feb. 1 Although COVID-19 places strict travel 
restrictions on the majority of regions, CSUMB is 
finding ways for students to participate in abroad 
studies virtually. Visit their information session at noon 
to learn more about participating in abroad studies.

Feb. 1 To address urgent information about the 
COVID-19 pandmeic within the Black community, the 
Personal Growth and Counseling Center is hosting a 
forum for CSUMB students at 6 p.m. 

Feb. 2 For Otters looking to learn more about civic 
engagement and civic duties, the AS Lobby Corps is 
hosting a trivia night at 8 p.m. to educate folks in a fun 
way. The winner of the night will receive a Monopoly: 
House Divided Board Game.

We Want to Do More 
Than Just Survive 

Chef/Educator/
Author Bryant Terry

Silver Screen 
Superheros

Education Abroad 101

COVID-19 Black 
Community Forum

Civic Engagement 
Trivia Night

Spring 2021 Add/Drop Dates
Feb. 8 This is the final day 
off the add/drop period. This is 
the last day to:
- Add a class
- Drop a class without receiving a “W”
- To select a credit/no-credit grading option if 
available 

- To drop from a full-time to part-time status 
and receive a full refund for it

All information courtesy of the CSUMB registrar.
Visit csumb.edu for all information on the add/drop dates.

- Drop (withdraw) for serious and compelling 
reasons by submitting a  Withdrawal Request 
at csumb.edu/planning/withdraw-university 
and students will receive a "W" (withdraw) 
grade.  

- Add by special exception. Submit a Late 
Registration Request form to the Office of 
the Registrar. 

Feb. 9 This marks the 
beginning of the withdrawal period 
for students. Student may only:
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Photo contest winner!
theme: new beginnings
Emma Garcia

lolevlabl aeslulg

nadlas reencsnus

dodlarlnas dsunress

aeslelsh llabsikep

vawe hacir dingfol

Can you unscramble these 
cooking-related words to 
reveal their true meaning?

Introducing Otter Mail, the new pen 
pal program, brought to you by 
The Lutrinae and AS!

Otter Mail is a fun, easy and vintage way to 
make friends - get paired with your pal today!

Join now by clicking the link in The Lutrinae’s 
Instagram bio @thelutrinae. 

Answers:

volleyball, sandal, 
sanddollar, seashell, 

wave, seagull, 
sunscreen, sundress, 

spikeball, folding 
chair 


